Pamela Smith: (4/18/2017 16: 54) Hello, everyone, and welcome to CCT Review Plenary #43. Please note that this meeting will be recorded. Please mute your phones by pressing *6. Press *6 to unmute.

Pamela Smith: (17: 01) Thank you!

Carlton Samuels: (4/19/2017 06: 00) Morning all

Calvin Browne: (06: 03) hi all

Calvin Browne: (06: 05) have we started yet - getting no audio here

Calvin Browne: (06: 05) aah - there - sound

Carlton Samuels: (06: 17) The value of the GAC comments would make it impossible not to respond positively. I would at least give them till the 19th

Carlton Samuels: (06: 18) Don't make the GAC the originator of the extension!

Carlton Samuels: (06: 19) Suggest you simply announce the extension.

Carlton Samuels: (06: 19) @Jean-Baptiste : Please *read* my comments for the record

Carlton Samuels: (06: 23) @Jonathan: The first requirement is for an agreement on the dataset itself! The ALAC is already fretting that activities surrounding the DNS Health Index may be doing work on the dataset we are projecting already

Waudo: (06: 26) Hi All, sorry to join late. My usual Wifi has gone AWOL.

Jordyn A Buchanan: (06: 27) Waudo, I think your line is producing echo.

Kaili Kan: (06: 27) Sorry to be late. Had difficulties with Internet.

Jordyn A Buchanan: (06: 27) Okay no more echo.

Jordyn A Buchanan: (06: 27) Thanks

Carlton Samuels: (06: 28) @Jamie on more data: Yessir! Thanks
Carlton Samuels: (06: 29) Excellent!

Wauo: (06: 30) I came in late. Don't understand about "dataset". What dataset is this in brief?

Kaili Kan: (06: 31) no sound?

Jordyn A Buchanan: (06: 31) Kaili you are producing a lot of background noise.

Jordyn A Buchanan: (06: 31) Maybe mute and you'll hear better too?

Kaili Kan: (06: 31) No sound?

Jonathan Zuck 2: (06: 32) pam, can you mute Kali's line?

Carlton Samuels: (06: 32) @Wauo: The universe of data to satisfy what the CCT RT believes is necessary to show competition and compliance with safeguards

Kaili Kan: (06: 34) @Jonathan my mic is muted by myself already, but no sound from the speaker ...

Kaili Kan: (06: 35) I have no background noise here

Jordyn A Buchanan: (06: 35) There's definitely audio right now.

Jordyn A Buchanan: (06: 35) That's because all of the SO/AC leadership was on the CCWG! : -)

Kaili Kan: (06: 36) audio on and off ...

Carlton Samuels: (06: 37) @Jonathan: Yes, will reach out to Alan

Carlton Samuels: (06: 37) Actually he's on Skype calling me now

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (06: 38) info on the meeting strategy is available here: https://meetings.icann.org/en/future-meeting-strategy

Jordyn A Buchanan: (06: 38) They have FOMO!

Carlton Samuels: (06: 40) Wauo is hot mike

Jonathan Zuck 2: (06: 40) but of course they wouldn't really attend

Jonathan Zuck 2: (06: 40) quite different than a board related meeting
Pamela Smith: (06: 41) Laureen, can you mute please?

Calvin Browne: (06: 41) lost laureen

Carlton Samuels: (06: 42) @Jonathan: The nature of the CCT RT meeting at ICANN59 goes to a co-location event, mostly!

Jonathan Zuck 2: (06: 43) Carlton, see if you can get Alan to request permission for an earl meeting

Carlton Samuels: (06: 44) @Jonathan: Will do

Jonathan Zuck 2: (06: 46) I’m wondering if a hybrid is hte answer. One day before and a bunch of little update sessions during

Carlton Samuels: (06: 46) @Jonathan: +1 to determine what we need for time and the issues we would discuss then see if we can slot. For example the DNS Abuse issues would have traction of the entire community and so could be slotted

Jonathan Zuck 2: (06: 47) DNS Abuse session. INTA costs session perhaps

Carlton Samuels: (06: 47) @Jonathan: +1

Carlton Samuels: (06: 48) @Laureen: Analysis of public comments can be slotted for a margin meeting but not necessarily a f2f

Kaili Kan: (06: 48) again on and off ...

Jordyn A Buchanan: (06: 49) May be your connection, Kaili. Audio is fine for me.

Waudo: (06: 49) Yes, Im for that hybrid approach proposed by Jonathan

Kaili Kan: (06: 49) Internet in China, you know ...

Carlton Samuels: (06: 49) @Jonathan: Hybrid is optimal

Jonathan Zuck 2: (06: 50) we can hear you

Waudo: (06: 50) we can hear you Kaili

Pamela Smith: (06: 50) Kaili, we can hear you.

Jonathan Zuck 2: (06: 50) yes
Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (06: 50) yes we do hear you Kaili

Carlton Samuels: (06: 50) Yes we can hear you Kaili
Kaili Kan: (06: 52) now I am trying to lower my old hand, but not working

Carlton Samuels: (06: 52) @Eleeza: That SubPro meeting is a high interest activity for the CCT RT

Jordyn A Buchanan: (06: 55) May 19 was right : -)

Jamie Hedlund: (06: 58) Apologies but need to drop

Jonathan Zuck 2: (06: 58) seems clear

Jordyn A Buchanan: (06: 58) +1
Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (06: 59) https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__docs.google.com_document_d_1JO3syL6Mgqt3t-5FoAPhASO8qLQjitCmRbDs4FVbfmxhc_edit-23heading-3Dh.gjdgxs&d=DwICaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwlI3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=xeN1OHG3G0eZcGi0xsS5bbhCduioE11i4EKh7Jw9mxM&m=DYQs9B0ktLL4vb7z6hkKIt7eivyViiH1a-dgSkLICc&s=N3ulC9igs3OBlqwjwkU3eA4dAmlzJrNMMXs46qOqRdo&e=

Calvin Browne: (07: 00) cheers